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Cal Spas® Makes Ocean Home Magazine’s Platinum List
Leading spa manufacturer is recognized for providing top products
Pomona, CA — (May 19, 2015) Cal Spas®, the world leader in
innovative Home Resort products, is proud to be recognized in Ocean
Home magazine’s Platinum List 2015. The Platinum List is Ocean Home
magazine’s signature awards showcasing the Best of the Best in luxury
coastal lifestyles.
Ocean
Home
magazine
recognizes Cal Spas® for
providing top products in
luxury coastal lifestyles.
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Covering 20+ major categories in coastal home design and technology,
as well as luxury travel and real estate, the Platinum List delivers a
unique and unrivaled showcase of award‐winning companies and
individuals for 2015.
“Cal Spas® proudly produces top‐of‐the‐line Home Resort products to
consumers who are looking for a higher quality of life. Hot tubs provide
the relaxation and leisure needed in lavish lifestyles,” says Cal Spas®
President, Casey Loyd. “We also provide luxurious patio and hearth
products through our barbecue division, Cal Flame BBQ. If home is
where your heart is, Cal Spas® Home Resort products can transform
your home into a luxurious living space.”
This year’s Platinum List attracted more than 500 nominations in 16
categories from coastal architecture and interior design to custom
builders, indoor and outdoor living, real estate, pools, boats and
oceanfront vacation retreats.
“Our judging panel had a major challenge – think many heated debates
– choosing our Best of the Best in luxury coastal lifestyles,” says Ocean
Home Editor Andrew Conway.
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“The result,” he adds, “is a stellar portfolio of architects, landscape
architects and interior designers, including Takashi Yanai, Raymond
Jungles and Martyn Lawrence Bullard, and an array of other deserving
winners and honorable mentions.”
Cal Spas® consistently introduces reimagined and upgraded products to
keep a competitive edge in the spa market. Cal Spas® strives to keep
providing the best of the best in Home Resort products for many years
to come.
To learn more about Cal Spas® products, or to contact your local
dealer, please visit www.calspas.com
ABOUT OCEAN HOME MAGAZINE
Published bi‐monthly by RMS Media Group, Ocean Home puts the
luxurious lifestyle of oceanfront living into the palms of its readers'
hands. From high‐end developments in the Caribbean to private
beachfront estates in California, Ocean Home not only unveils the
dream homes of the top coastal communities, but also reveals the best
travel destinations, the trending designs for ocean homes, and the key
players in the next generation of luxury oceanfront living. Ocean Home
is available in print and online. www.oceanhomemag.com /
@oceanhomemag.
ABOUT CAL SPAS ®
Cal Spas ® was founded in 1979 as a provider of luxury hot tubs. Today,
the celebrated hot tub giant is world renowned as the #1 Global
Manufacturer of Home Resort Products™. The company produces
premium collections of lifestyle products from its headquarters in
Pomona, California and distributes worldwide through a network of
specialty dealers. The Cal Spas brand family of products includes Cal
Spas hot tubs and swim spas, Cal Designs gazebos, Cal Heat indoor and
outdoor saunas, and Cal Flame high‐end barbecue grills, outdoor
barbecue islands, outdoor fireplaces and firepits. Learn about Home
Resort Living and find a local authorized dealer at www.calspas.com.
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